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who make this world a better place.
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Participation and Democracy
JOSHUARYAN

To glorify democracy and to silence the people is
a farce; to discourse on humanism and to negate
people is a lie .. .. For the truly humanist educator
and the authentic revolutionary, the object of
action is the reality to be transformed by
them together with other people.
- PAULO FREIRE

-

WHETHER YOU CARE PASSIONATELY ABOUT THE ENVIRON-

ment, poverty, racism, war, the judicial system, or any other issue, ·
big or small, it is essential to understand the nature of democracy,
how we participate in it, and how we can actually create it. The purpose of this chapter is to help you learn to become participants in
and creators ofdemocracy. In the following pages I will examine how
democracy works, breaking down the process from voting to lobbying. I will explore the role that social movements and demonstrations play in creating democracy outside the confines of the eledoral
process. I will also explain how "direct democracy'' and "deliberative
democracy" work, both within and outside of the state structure. In
this process, I will explor~ some of the challenges democracy faces
in its various forms, and how they can be overcome. Finally, I will
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provide guidelines on how to actually practice democracy through
deliberative, consensus decision-making procedures. But first it will
be helpful to clarify what democracy is by looking at democratic '
practices throughout history.

Understanding Democracy: A Brief History
"Democracy'' means a lot of things to different people. Democracy is
on the lips of Western governments as they command their soldiers
across the globe, but the same word has been used to mobilize insurgents fighting dictators that Western governments backed. In the
US, neoliberal conservatives champion democracy in opposition to
socialism, while anarchists protesting abuses of power champion democracy in opposition to neoliberalism. Even if you think you know
what democracy is, its meaning can be confusing. For our purposes,
«democracy" will be about the relationship between the public-the
individuals and grassroots organizations that make up society-and
the decisions that affect their lives.
Where does democracy come from? There are a lot of popular
misunderstandings about democracy's origins. We should realize that
democracy did not originate in the Western world and then spread to
everywhere else. Democracies have actually been found throughout
history all over the world. Perhaps the confusion is because the word
"democracy" derives from Greek roots (demos, meaning people), or
because Western elites sought to tie democracy to European antecedents in the course of creating a myt~ of the Western democratic state.
The democracy of the Greek city-states was distinct from what we
have today, however. In the sth century BCE, when Pericles expanded
Athenian citizenship from the polis to the d~mos (at that time, this
meant expanding citizenship to the poorer classes), this gesture still ·
accounted for only a small portion of the full population, consider.:.
ing that slaves and worrien were excluded. For those who qualified as
citizens, Athenian democracy was far more participatory and direct
than we see today: Athenian Assembly membership included any cit- ·
izen who chose to attend, and some soo officeholders were selected
on a rotating basis by lot instead of election. 1
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The Greek city-states are a valuable historical example, but the
truth is that classical political theory only came back to the West
centuries after the Greek democracies had crumbled. This occurred
by way of Middle Eastern scholars in the Muslim caliphates who
had preserved, translated, and analyzed the Greek texts. Meanwhile,
other democracies, independent of the Greek model, could be found
around the world.
For much of the world's history, democracy survived in those
communities that were able to escape the forced labor and political hierarchies of "civilizations": democracy could

DEMOCRACY

be found in places as varied as tribal governments,
Buddhist monasteries, and pirate ships.2 In Europe, is not a monolith.
the Vikings held democratic assemblies within a cir- Different societies
and communities
cle of stones called a ting until the aristocracies took approach "democracy"
hold and the role of tings changed.~ According to an- in different ways.
thropologist Pierre Clastres, Amazonian indigenous
peoples were able to hold onto their relatively egalitarian way of life
deep in the jungle by a combination of mobility and violent defense
from first the Incan Empire and later the Spanish state. Some of
those egalitarian groups in the Amazon were believed to be Incan
communities that escaped the Incan Empire. Across the world in the
remote highlands of Southeast Asia and the jungles of Indonesia, a
wide range of village-level political organizations-from democratic
to despotic-continue to exist; for much ofthe history of these indigenous communities, their cultural survival has relied upon evading
the raids of empires that were searching for slave labor. Today, their
continued existence rests upon their ability to elude the state form
of government. 4
Democracy has flourished outside the nation-state system, but
what of inside the nation -state system? Before we get to that, what
is a state exactly? While the word "state" can be used to refer to specific US states under the federal government, it also has a separate
meaning referring to a kind of political entity over a territory. Thus,
the United States is also a state, while the Navajo Nation and nomad
tribes in the Sahara would not be considered states. Today we often
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use the term "state" or "nation-state" to describe the countries we see
on a political map. Some academics argue that this system developed
in Europe as rural communities were violently incorporated under
armed aristocratic control; local aristocrats were then consolidated
into sovereign states after Cardinal Richelieu negotiated the Treaty
ofWestphalia in 1648. 5
Democracy carne to the nation-state system as a break with centuries ofWestern aristocracy, beginning with the American Revolution. A series ofsubsequent revolutions followed throughout Europe.
As a federation of colonies competing for power, the revolutionary
leaders of the United States needed to implement an alternative form
of government in which power was shared. To do this, they drew on
Western philosophers, but an indispensable influence may have been
their contact with Native American peoples. A number of historians
believe that the American Constitution ·a nd subsequent democratic
institutions were influenced by contact with the Iroquois League. The
Iroquois political system was a complex confederation, often involving democratic consensus decision-making, with specific powers
separated among members of different nations and between men
and women.6 This implies that such celebrated and beloved concepts
as liberty and equality did not spread from Western Europe to the
rest of the world. There is evidence to suggest that contact with life
outside the confines of the colonial state helped transmit these values
to Euro-descended colonists as they interacted with Native Ameri·
can tribes in their daily lives. 7 This insight not only corrects historical
misconceptions and challenges-ethnocentrism, but it also helps to
deepen our understanding of global democratic traditions. Democracy has been occurring for a very long time and has been practiced
by a multitude of populations.
This segues into my next point: democracy is not an absolute that
rests neatly between lines on a map-e.g., this country has a democracy and that country does not. Instead, it's more like a duster of
muddled grey areas that vary over time and space. This is because the
heart of democracy is based on decisions. Within democracies, var-
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ious decisions are made with democratic involvement (such as who
is the best performer on American Idol), while other decisions are
negotiated by international elites (such as whether environmental
laws banning cancer-causing substances violate trade agreements).
Consequently, democracy applies only to certain spaces and certain
issues, never to a country as a whole.
In all political systems, some decisions are made democratically and others are not. Many, and even most, decisions within the
United States are decided through non-democratic procedures. On
the other hand, democratic enclaves can also claim space in otherwise authoritarian environments: for example, anarchist-controlled
neighborhoods in Barcelona rebelling under the Spanish dictator
Franco, Guangxi's village governments in Mao's China, or the public
defender's office under Peruvian dictator Fujimori.8 In this vein, activists frustrated with representative democracy have created spaces
of consensus community decision-making in sites of protest. Some
anarchist theorists refer to these various spaces of democracy as
«Temporary Autonomous Zones" (TAZs).9 Autonomist squatters in
Italy use the TAZ strategy to create democratic pockets in abandoned
buildings, while a coalition of indigenous peoples and environmental activists in the Minnehaha Free State ofMinnesota created a TAZ
to block the demolition of an indigenous burial ground. However,
some autonomous zones are far from temporary. In Chiapas, Mexico,
large portions of the Lacandon Jungle are ruled by an Indigenous
Congress drawing on indigenous political configurations that predate the Mexican government. Similarly, the indigenous movement
in Ecuador is a complex composite of varied democratic traditions
from its diverse nationalities.
Again, the main point here is this: public involvement in making
decisions is what makes a democracy democratic. From the Western
democracies of the nation-state to the Amazonian indigenous governments, different decisions involve the public in different waysand many decisions don't involve the public at all. Keeping an eye on
which decisions are democratic and the particular way the public is
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involved is critical for analyzing democracy. As a result, some activists argue that Western democracy isn't particularly democratic at all.

that the wealthiest 0.5 percent of Americans occupy strategic positions within the judiciary and executive branches of the government
and its attendant agencies. 14 Another sociologist, C. Wright Mills,
argued that the control of the "power elite" over the government
leaves ordinary citizens powerless. 15 Whose wants and needs are really represented by our government and politicians? Such issues help
us understand why some people believe that voting for American Idol
is more relevant than voting for the president. Perhaps viewers feel
American Idol is more democratic than our political system.
That said, people often forget that voting is only one step in participating in democracy; once your candidate is elected, your work has
just begun. The heads of multinational corporations don't cast their
vote for a candidate and then simply walk away. After corporations
organize collective funds to finance candidate campaigns, corporate lobbyists and corporate-funded think tanks spend the next four
years making sure that politicians follow through on their promised
agendas-agendas that most likely benefit profits at the expense of
social programs, environmental protections, and small-business entrepreneurship. Who is in office is relevant only if it affects what they
do while they are in office.
When elected officials are deciding to place a toxic waste dump
in a particular neighborhood or to pass a law that lowers the standards for cancerous substances in the water supply, they are thinking
about their reelection. Reelection requires a combination of votes
and money. Portions of the electorate are organized into blocs; democratic dubs, organized labor, and community organizations, for instance, will follow particular politicians and will make endorsements
to deliver votes. Endorsements from student associations, environmentalists, or unions can be used by candidates to draw large communities of voters who support a given cause. Unfortunately, more
and more of the American electorate is socially atomized, meaning
they aren't connected to community organizations, and they get their
political information from going home and watching television after
work. When people rely on the media instead of community organizations for their political information, money-largely spent on
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According to a 2006 poll, over a third of US citizens felt that voting
in American Idol, a reality TV singing contest, mattered more than
voting for the president of the country. 10 Whether you fall into that
third or not, it's important to understand exactly what voting has to
do with democracy. In American political elections, many people
feel like they are presented with two bad choices. Commentators often blame this on the negative advertising that is used in campaigns.
This may be the case, but there seems to be more at work than just
negative advertising. It can be genuinely difficult to figure out what
candidates actually stand for, particularly when they deceive the
public and/or stretch the truth in debates and speeches. Meanwhile,
the mainstream mass media almost never investigates actual voting
records of the candidates, which would provide an understanding of
what could be expected if they are elected. The media instead tends
to focus on scandals and hollow rhetoric. At state and local levels,
voters are often unfamiliar with the names of the candidates until
they walk into the voting booth, and even fewer voters know the ·
actual policies and how those policies will affect their lives.
Among younger US citizens, voter turnout tends to hover around
50 percent for presidential elections and 25 percent for midterm elections, while local officials have been successfully elected by less than
four percent of their distiicts. 11 Meanwhile, the nwnber of citizens
legally barred from voting has steadily risen since 1971: for example,
in California, approximately 20 percent of the voting age population is barred from voting. 12 Poverty is another hindrance to. voting: in 2000, only 35 percent of US voters in the poorest fifth turned
out, while more than 71 percent of the wealthiest quintile voted. 13 A
disproportionate percentage of the electorate thus favors politicians
who, most likely, will benefit the wealthy rather than the poor.
The wealthy also disproportionately hold positions of government power. A famous study by sociologist Ralph Miliband showed
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pamphlets, media campaigns, and campaign consultants-becomes
more important for reelection.
If poor Latinos make up 18 percent of an elected official's district, and only 25 percent of them actually vote, they become an expendable demographic. The elected official must weigh the lost votes
against the campaign money s/he will be able to get for placing that
toxic waste dump in the Latino neighborhood. On the other hand,
if activists in that Latino neighborhood form a voting bloc and engage the elected official, as well as allies outside of the community,
through demonstrations, media exposure, and advocacy, then they
may be able to stop that toxic dump from coming to their neighborhood. In other words, they must threaten the elected official's chances
for reelection.
In order to prevent the uncertainties of reelection, elected officials sometimes "gerrymander" their voting districts. Gerrymandering occurs when the boundaries of a voting district are reconfigured
to favor one party or voting bloc over another. A district might tend
to vote 51% Republican and 49% Democrat, for instan ce. Before the
next election, the Democrats might find a way to either expand or
shrink their voting district to give them the upper hand- the new
district now has more Democrats than Republicans, helping them
win the eJection. In gerrymandered districts, election primaries are
particularly important because they determine the primary candidates of each party. Five Democrats and five Republicans might run
for office, but only one candidate from each party will make the final
ticket-those final candidates are elected in the primaries. Since fur
fewer pe~ple vote in the primaries, it is fairly easy to gerrymander a
particular district in order to steal a few extra votes.
Competitive elections are not necessarily a hallmark of a wellfunctioning democracy. This is due, in part, to the fact that competitive elections are expensive. In more ~ompetitive elections, both
sides must raise more money and, consequently, owe favors to the
wealthy interests that supported them. Corporations commonly
support both sides, in the hope that their interests will be pursued
regardless of the winner. In other cases, net~orks of competing cor-
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porations support opposing sides. Citizen interests become subordinated to the interests of money and nepotism, and elections become
driven by empty rhetoric.
Money is an indispensable component of Western politics; no
matter how much you may like a candidate, s/he must raise a minimum amount of money to stand a chance in an election. Still, in
places where the electorate is socially thick- meaning full of active
community organizations-candidates who are greatly outspent may
still win if they have the support of the community.
The relationships between voters, money, social atomization,
campaigns, and candidate positions can get complicated. Let me explain how this all works with an example: California Assembly member Betsy Butler authored a bill that required companies to provide
shade for farmworkers, angering agribusiness corporations. Farmworkers have a machine pushing them through a giant field picking
vegetables as fast as they can for approximately two dollars an hour.
They spend all day in the sun, often getting sick from dehydration
and pesticide exposure. Heat-related deaths have occurred, but since
many farmworkers are not citizens, they have limited recourse to
pressure politicians. The governor vetoed Butler's bill, but agribusiness companies wanted her out of office before she tried something
else. These corporations founded a political action committee called
Family Farmers for a Better California, and spent 25o,ooo dollars on
mailers claiming that Butler supported child molesters. The mailers
were complete with pictures of sad children looking recently molested. During Butler's reelection campaign, voters who were connected to networks of democratic clubs, farmworker unions, and
civil rights organizations supported her. But those voters who were
socially atomized relied on mailers and other corporate-funded advertisements. As might be expected, these voters believed that Butler
supported child molesters, and consequently she lost the election.
The lesson here is twofold. First, well-meaning elected officials are
constantly fighting an uphill battle that is infused with corporate
money, and therefore th ey must make careful political calculations
if they want to stay in office. And second, voters do themselves a
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disservice by not organizing and participating in some type of collective effort.
Unfortunately, as more people become disenchanted with politics, the less they vote. Globally, voter turnout has been steadily
declining for the last 50 years. However, other forms of political participation- donating to campaigns, conducting advocacy events,
participating in boycotts and demonstrations-have been on the rise
all over the world. 16 The critical issue thus becomes how we participate in democracy, whicli is the topic of the next section.

nificant mobilizations in recent US history came from social movements following anarchist-influenced democratic principles. While
most people involved in these groups were neither anarchists nor
aware of the connection between their movement and anarchism,
the central organizers relied on anarchist approaches to democracy
in building the movements. For these organizers, the movement itself is an opportunity to challenge hierarchy and to create a space
where people can act democratically for the common good.
It's not just the movement's agenda that mattersthe democracy that the movement creates in the
process of mobilizing is also (and perhaps even
more) important.
The anti-globalization movement makes an
excellent case study of democracy in action. The
movement's best-known protest occurred at the
1999 meeting of the World Trade Organization
(WTO) in Seattle, Washington. Civil society organizations19 throughout the world had watched small
businesses, subsistence farmers, labor rights, access to jobs, public
health, and environmental regulations suffer as the WTO dissolved
local laws in favor of international businesses. Unions, school teachers, university students, environmentalists, human rights activists,
and individual citizens of all sorts descended on downtown Seattle
in enormous numbers to shut down the WTO. This provoked a series of subsequent mobilizations against the WTO, as well as against
the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, free trade agreements, and other meetings of international elites, all over the world.
The media often portray such demonstrations as being utterly
chaotic, but that is not true. These demonstrations are actually rich
exercises in human cooperation. As things turn tense between the
police and the protesters at a demonstration, some groups work together to block police cars, while others help secure escape routes for
international guest speakers who might get deported. One person
might shout a command and rationale: "Make a path for people who
can't go to jail and need to leave. Repeat!" Waves of people then shout

The Democracy of Demonstrations
Analysts have observed that the economic interests of the poor are
rarely addressed by the government when citizens constrain themselves to working only within the system. According to social movement scholars Frances Fox Piven and Richard A. Cloward, "It is
usually when unrest among the lower class breaks out of the confines
of electoral procedures that the poor may have some influence, for ,
the instability and polarization they then threaten to create by their
actions in the factories or in the streets may force some response
from electoralleaders:m In fact, rioting was the primary way for
elites to know the will of the general public in much of Western history from Imperial Rome to 18th-century England. 18 Luckily, burning and pillaging isn't the only option; the United States has a rich
tradition of nonviolent protests, everything ranging from a group
of families refusing to allow their homes to be demolished to the
mobilizations of millions for Occupy Wall Street. Successful social
movements often use multiple strategies at once: for example, a social
movement might org~ize a series of demonstrations, but it will also
conduct local teach-ins and workshops, write op-eds for the newspaper, distribute flyers and pamphlets, build broad coalitions, and
lobby local and state officials. In other words, social change often relies upon a multi- pronged approach that involves, but is not limited
to, street demonstrations.
Social movements themselves come in all forms , from militantly
hierarchical to highly democratic. However, some of the most sig-
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the same sentence further down, making a path as they shout. This is
human coordination in action.
One broad coalition central to the Seattle WTO protest, the
Direct Action Network (DAN), was committed to nonhierarchical anarchist principles and engaged existing social movements
throughout the United States. Each group's education campaign increased awareness, and increased the numbers of those wanting to
mobilize. Meanwhile, new Internet news outlets, such as lndymedia,
reported not only on the environmental and human rights issues surrounding the expansion of global business, but on the protest movements against those abuses. For example, protesters reading online
about companies who left the United States in order to open in places
where environmental laws were weak and labor leaders were assas- .
sinated could also read where to protest the international organizations facilitating that process.
The Seattle protest itself was a very complex and highly democratic endeavor involving everyone from lawyers and homeless people to feminists and longshoremen. Coordinated at multiple levels,
the core of the protest involved affinity groups: groups of about six ·
to 12 people who made consensus decisions on where to go and what
to do. At times, multiple affinity groups would combine for a joint
activity, such as locking each other's arms to block WTO officials
from entering the building, or engaging in education activities with
the surrounding community. DAN coordinated medical camps with
trained volunteers, communications teams, and teams of lawyers
prepared to defend jailed protesters. Many protesters remarked on
the sense of community they felt as a result of participating, and that
particular experience, as much as shutting down the WTO itself, was
the point. DAN acted as a nonhierarchical facilitator that engaged
volunteers to share their expertise and join in making decisions. In
that sense, then, DAN produced a democracy.
This push didn't begin in the United States. The inspiration for
DAN and other activist groups to commence this wave ofactivity was
a call to action against the WTO at an encuentro in Mexico in 1996
organized by the Zapatista rebels. This was the rebels' first encuen-
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tro, that is, a meeting of social movements from all over the world
committed to egalitarianism. The Zapatista rebellion itself began .
in southern Mexico. Although they had been organizing for years
underground, the Zapatistas announced themselves to the world on
January 1, 1994-the same day that the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) (an economic contract between Canada, the
United States, and Mexico) was signed into effect. Prior to the start
of their rebellion (kicked off by kidnapping the governor of Chiapas),
the Zapatistas had mobilized consultas throughout Mexico, urging
civil society groups- the elderly, women, disabled, ethnic groups,
any organization that was interested-to meet and discuss relevant
questions: "How do you feel about NAFTA?" "Do you feel your government represents your interests?" "What do we need to do to protect our rights?" When the Zapatista rebellion began, civil society
mobilized in support and demonstrated in Mexico City, thus making
a military-led massacre politically unfeasible. Within Chiapas, the
Zapatistas blockaded roads built for timber companies invading indigenous territory. They helped defend autonomous zones ruled by
indigenous governments. Unlike most rebellions, their goal-within
not only Chiapas, but all of Mexico-was not for themselves take
control of the state, but to encourage the expansion ofdemocracy.

Dilemmas of Democracy
What should this expansion of democracy look like? At the WTO
protest in Seattle, it was common to hear protesters express chants
calling for "direct democracy:' The idea was that WTO decisionswhich affect everything from jobs to labor rights, human health, and
the environment- should directly involve the public. Direct democracy, as opposed to representative democracy, takes power out of the
hands of elected officials and places it into the hands of the public.
Proponents imagine that, if only the public had the opportunity,
they would counteract the actions of corrupt elected officials that
place public health and human rights at risk. When protesters make
calls for direct democracy, they mean that they want popular control
over these kinds of decisions. But the term "direct democracy'' can
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be misleading. In organizing the protest, anarchist-influenced DAN
organizers utilized a model that was more than just direct democracy: it involved consensus decision-making. I will say more about
consensus decision-making later on, but first I want to look more
closely at direct democracy in its simplest form.
In some cases, direct democracy is actually implemented by the
state; this might include, for instance, national referendums, popular recalls of elected officials, and ballot proposit ions. The results of
these practices are mixed. Sometimes direct democracy produces the
popular control over the state that activists dream of, but that's not
always the case. Simply putting issues to a vote doesn't always pro- ·
duce the direct democracy activists are imagining. While there are
cases where direct democracy has worked well, I'm going to outline
some examples in which direct democracy was not as successful as
we would hope.
Ballot propositions are a particularly important example of direct
democracy. They allow the electorate to vote directly on policies that
affect them, and can produce exciting results. However, propositions
are often the most effective tool of private interests. Before election ·
time, you see countless ads spinning narratives for why you should
vote for or against a proposition. These ads are often fantasies that
have very little to do with the actual proposition itself. For example,
in 2004, Californians watched ads for Proposition 64. In one ad, an
average-looking car mechanic gets out from underneath a car and
talks about how unfair lawsuits will destroy his business and how
small business owners like him need voters to vote "yes" on Proposition 64-the purpose of which was to protect people like him from
greedy lawyers. But in reality, the ad campaign was funded by a consortium of multinational oil companies and. grocery chains rather
than small businesses. The proposition passed, nullifying the law that
previously had allowed lawyers to sue (1) produce companies that
had sold bottled water that contained arsenic; and (2) oil companies
that had illegally exposed a neighborhood to cancer-causing waste
for decades. Voters who read the tiny blurb about unfair lawsuits in
their voting booklet probably didn't realize that they had voted away
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their right to defend themselves against companies that place them·
at risk for cancer.
In the Proposition 64 case, people believed that this actor represented small businesses when in fact he was paid by a coalition
of corporations. With the help of public relations
firms, corporations can create their own commu nity organizations or even sponsor surrogate organizations in order to mask their influence. Rather "movements" are used by
than a grassroots movement, you have an astroturf
movement.
When thinking about democracy, direct or
to generate a
otherwise, it is important to remember that gov- bandwagon effect.
ernments, parties, and multinational corporations People are

ASTROTURF

tNsmunoNs

OF POWER

TRICKED

can and do use the same strategies as social movements. They hire community organizers to conduct into believing
petitions and demonstrations, and they mobilize that a majority
of the public
polished media campaigns. In Los Angeles, waste
management companies mobilized people to call
a cause, and people
and write their elected officials to request a land- then jump on the
fill in their neighborhood. Using a combination
of public relations and activist techniques, the
companies were able to convince people to place a
dump in their own neighborhood.
Public intellectual Noam Chomsky explains why this type of phenomenon shouldn't be surprising:

SUPPORTS

BANDWAGON.

When you can't control people by force, and when the voice of
the people can be heard you have this problem .. . and therefore you have to control what people think. And the standard
way to do this is to resort to what in more honest days used
to be called propaganda, manufacture of consent, creation of
necessary illusion.20
This bas been going on in the US for some time, with increasing sophistication. The famous war propagandist Edward Bernays, nephew
of Sigmund Freud, founded the discipline of public relations, using
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his uncle's theories to manipulate the general public. For Bernays,
propaganda was necessary to keep the unruliness of democracy at
bay. In his book Propaganda, Bernays writes that "those who manipulate this unseen mechanism of society constitute an invisible
government which is the true ruling power of our country" and that
"the conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits
and opinions of the masses is an important element in democratic
society:' 2 1 Hired by tobacco companies to make smoking acceptable
for women, Bernays was responsible for femjnists lighting "freedom
torches" as a political statement.
Manipulation of the public is not the ouly problem with democracy: discrimination and prejudice can also run rampant in democracies. This second problem with democracy, direct or otherwise,
is what Alexis de Tocqueville termed "the tyranny of the majority."
During the public debates on gay marriage, a flurry of propositions
were passed across various states in the US in order to ban gay marriage, a move which served no purpose other than discrimination.
The expansion of democracy can also mean the expansion of xenophobia and religious repression. The new democracies of the Arab
Spring have brought with them a rise in church burning and violence
against religious min~rities. This is a problem shared by many religions: India's transition to democracy brought the Hindu-Muslim
violence of the Partition, and Indian Catholics were forced into religious reeducation camps.22 This goes back to the very beginnings
of democracy. The first Bill of Rights in England- predecessor to
the hlgblyvalued Bills ofRights in France and the US-had sections
dedicated to barring Catholics from participation in England's Protestant government.
My point with the above examples is that democracy, even direct
democracy, has vulnerabilities. The expansion of democracy·can be
used as a tool for discriminatory majorities or wealthy business interests to violate the rights of minorities. When the general population
is consulted on an issue without the opportunity to deliberate and
without the correct information, direct democracy devolves into a
public relations battle determined more by money than by the pro-

tection of rights. Democratic space can be a tool for the majority to
discriminate against minorities based upon religion, ethnicity, sex,
or sexual orientation.

Deliberative Democracy
To avoid the tyranny of the majority, many activists stress that consensus and its arduous deliberation are integral to democracy. The
activist vision of direct democracy is therefore incomplete without
consensus. Anthropologist David Graeber explains why egalitarian
societies outside the state structure usually involve assemblies that
strive for deliberation and consensus instead of voting: "If there is
no way to compel those who find a majority decision distasteful to
go along with it, then the last thing one would want to do is to hold a
vote .... Voting would be the most likely means to guarantee the sort
of humiliations, resentments, and hatreds that ultimately lead to the
destruction of communities." 23 In other words, there is a difference
between a direct democracy that is predicated on voting, and a deliberative direct democracy that is built on consensus decision-making.
Deliberative democracy involves the art of public deliberation,
i.e., public discussion and debate of ideas and issues. This term is an
umbrella that covers a wide range ofdemocratic forms, but the strongest are those that engage individuals at more intimate, grassroots
levels. When deliberation and direct democracy are combined, it
can make democracy more participatory, decisions better, and rights
stronger. Paolo Freire, an education activist and philosopher in
Brazil, saw great possibilities for liberation in dialogue. He argued
that democracy was best served not by political leaders pushing
agendas (no matter how well-meaning), but by a program of sharing
knowledge and experiences to work together to combat oppression. 24
Freire's organizing strategies were so effective that Brazil's military
government imprisoned, then exiled, him in the 196os.
A critical place to experiment with deliberative direct democracy
is within our own social organizations. If we make democracy ourselves, it will spread. The recent Occupy Wall Street {OWS) movement was driven by participatory, deliberative democratic practices.
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The OWS movement began in September 2011. It was motivated
in part by the Arab Spring, which was an uprising that started in Tunisia in December 2010. That action in Tunisia led to another uprising in Egypt during the spring of 2011. What followed were a series of
uprisings throughout North African and Middle Eastern countries.
American activists were energized by these (and
other) actions and felt compelled to challenge the
economic:: inequality and political corruption that
occurs in the US.
Operation Empire State Rebellion (OESR) was
an early test run for the Occupy movement. OESR
called for people to occupy Zuccotti Park, which
is located next to Wall Street in Lower Manhattan,
in June 2011. Only four people showed up. But another organization
fo und inspiration in this effort and held a "People's General Assembly" two months later. David Graeber, whom I quoted above, was one
of the people attending. The assembly wasn't particularly democratic,
so Graeber and a dozen anarchist-minded friends promptly held another assembly in a corner of the park. They discussed their own
issues and demands, and soon all of the attendees decided to join
in the more democratic discussion on how to occupy Wall Street.
They broke up into working groups and labored for weeks to achieve
a working consensus. These efforts were aided by the call put out
by Ad Busters, an anti-consumer magazine, to occupy Wall Street
on September 17. A thousand people arrived the first day, but were
prevented from staying by police. That did not stop the protestors.
In early October, hundreds of people were arrested while marching
over the Brooklyn Bridge. With increasing media coverage, a spark ..
was lit. Hundreds of occupations soon popped up all over the US
and across the world. Within months, a group of four had given birth
to a movement of millions. 25 From Johannesburg, South Africa, to
Casper, Wyoming; people occupied spaces in front of businesses and ,
city halls. These occupations held assemblies where partidpants engaged in consensus decision-making and direct democ~acy. Various
issues were brought to the attention of international media. The po-

litical discussion in the United States suddenly focused on the divide
between the "one percent" and the "99 percent."
The OWS movement started with just four people and soon swept
the whole world. Democracy is something you can make, even with
just a few people working together. If we cultivate it, if we improve
it, it can grow. The next section explores what this might look like in
practice.

WEARE
THE99
PERCENT!
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Making Democracy
Democracy begins with you. Now that you know more about it,
how do you make the world an increasingly democratic place? How
do you engage in consensus decision-making and practice facilitation? How do you promote equality among your peers? How do you
spread democracy on your own?
Consensus Decision-Making

As with the anti-globalization movement, consensus decision-making was a central part of the Occupy movement's vast popularity. At
the movement level, when platforms are developed in collaboration
with diverse groups, they appeal to a wider group of people. At the
individual level, when people feel that they are a part of the decisionmaking process, they devote more energy to the task at hand.
Conducting a democratic meeting sounds simple, but that is not
always the case. Before you even begin discussing the tasks at hand,
there may be extensive debates over such issues as "How do we want
to discuss issues?" or "Should we take turns speaking clockwise or
counterclockwise?" As one might imagine, such conversations can
be tedious, tense, and tiresome. This demonstrates that consensus
does not always work well in all situations for all decisions. When the
Zapatistas organize their consultas or Occupy activists organize their
General Assemblies, they already have an idea of what topics they
are and are not going to discuss. Careful thought should be given to
which topics should be dealt with using consensus, which topics can
be handled beforehand behind the scenes, and which topics can be
delegated to individuals or constituent groups.
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Consensus decision-making is particular}~ valuable when hammering out a shared platform, figuring out who has what expertise,
or seeking to recruit involvement in a collective activity. In recruiting
coalitions, it's important to keep in mind that different organizations
(such as unions, farmer associations, nonprofit organizations, and
student groups) all have their own histories, philosophies, and internal power dynamics. They are rarely internally egalitarian, and
people from hierarchical organizations will inevitably carry those
hierarchies with them to coalition decision-making bodies, even
if they are consensus-based. But recruiting people from the right
positions within constituent organizations to engage in consensus
decision-making can be critical for spanning boundaries between
organizations and acting collaboratively for a common cause.
Still, consensus should be handled with care. Anthropologist
Laura Nader suggests that the desire for harmony may propagate
inequality26 - we often sacrifice important minority rights and interests because we are taught to value getting along. Proponents of radical democracy, as conceived by Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe,
make a similar argument: that pluralistic difference should be cele- '
brated instead of consensus.27 For them, the push for consensus in
consensus decision-making can ultimately be a form of domination.
While consensus is a valuable goal, it should never be imperative, as
we will discuss further in the section "Break Into Smaller Groups:'
Even with the best of intentions, maintaining a participatory,
egalitarian group is difficult work. That raises the second point,
which is facilitation.
Learn Facilitation Techniques
Instead of Leadership Techniques

Democracy is about placing leadership in the hands of the people.
That's why the Occupy movement and other groups with an anarchist influence often resist choosing leaders, at least in the traditional
sense. Instead of making executive decisions like hierarchical leaders, a facilitator leads the process of decision-making. The facilitator's
role is to guide a group's discussion, but not to exercise hierarchical
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control over the outcome. It's harder than it sounds. It takes a great
deal of skill and practice to facilitate, but life is full of opportunities
to practice, whether you are organizing your fellow workers to start
a new union, doing a group project for school, or deciding what kind
of pizza to order with some friends.
There are plenty of books on the topic, but learning by participating in a group that uses facilitation is invaluable. Keep in mind that
there are many different kinds of facilitation. Some are very structured: «Only speak when holding the stick, please. Your one minute
and 45 seconds of speaking time is finished." Other forms can be
more organic, focused on guiding and consciously monitoring group
dynamics. Some student and community groups develop unique
techniques for consensus as they practice collaborating with each
other and teaching new people who join the group. Other facilitation
techniques have been developed formally.
Different facilitators have different goals: facilitators negotiating
political agreements or social workers interacting with youth will
have different agendas from a facilitator seeking to promote democracy. The focus of facilitating a democratic meeting should be not
consensus but participation. It is not uncommon for one person to
verbally dominate the group decision-making process. Meanwhile,
another person might provide a type of secondary support that allows his or her friend to occupy a dominant position in the group.
Still another person might be disengaged and not put in any effort
or work. Another type of person, typically very quiet, does a lot of
the work but is secretly angry with the unfair way the group is functioning. A facilitator should try to be aware of these dynamics and
establish a pathway for more egalitarian discussion and participation
among all group members.
Facilitating democracy does not have to follow a rigid system of
order; it can be an organic, interaction that taps deeply into the collective desires and resources of everyone involved. There are many
approaches that draw from, for example, process-oriented psychology, systems theory, and/or communication theory. There are a multitude of books on facilitation, both practical and theoretical. One
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book worth Looking into is Small Group Decision Making: Communication and the Group Process, by Donald G. Ellis and B. Aubrey
Fisher. It's not a formula for facilitation, but it can sensitize the reader
to the underlying dynamics at work in small groups using a systems
theory lens. That knowledge can help you gently guide the process in
order to enhance participation in decision-making.
If done correctly, consensus decision-making is an excellent way
to negotiate the tensions between expertise and equality, so that each
individual can tap into their unique reserves of knowledge and the
group can reach its full potential. Many facilitators employ a Freirian method to pool expertise. Through his books Pedagogy of the
Oppressed and Education for Critical Consciousness, Paolo Freire, the
Brazilian intellectual mentioned previously, has had a profound influence on those seeking to address inequality. Freire's egalitarian
model of education is about pooling the valuable and diverse knowledge and skills from Lived experience that all people have, to move
toward the common goal of equality. Instead of imposing ideas,
Freirian educators abandon authority and hierarchy in order to Learn
from and collaborate with their peers through dialogue and deliberation. As a component of democratic action, facilitated deliberation is a way to break our own internalized oppression. If successful,
it can help us escape the machinations of elites like Bernays or PR ·
firms that mobilize us against our own interests. In consensus decision-making, a Freirian approach is a way to take stock of the unique
knowledge and skills participants bring to the discussion, and fully
utilize them.

i

key for both the division of labor and utilizing expertise in a large
organization.
One more reason to break into groups is that, while consensus
can be achieved on some issues, in other cases consensus may be
impossible or even undesirable. As mentioned previously, consensus can be used as a bludgeon to dominate dissenters. To avoid this,
when sub-groups of people strongly disagree on an issue, they should
be free to maintain their autonomy on that issue. That doesn't mean
the group as a whole has to dissolve; it just means you collaborate
where you can, and you don't where you can't.
Expand your Network to Share Information and Build Solidarity

M
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Break into Smaller Groups

lfltimately, full participation requires breaking from a larger group
into smaller groups. It's virtually impossible for a thousand people
to have in-depth deliberation, but six people certainly can. Upon
rejoining the full group, the conclusions of the smaller groups can
be integrated more easily. Other reasons for breaking into groups
are to assign tasks or utilize expertise-be it a dance committee at a
school or an appropriations committee in the US Congress. That's
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Facilitating egalitarian, democratic deliberation as described above
is essential. But even with deliberation, misinformation and manipulation may continue to plague democratic decision-making. Key to
combatting this problem are networking, solidarity, and information
sharing.
Deep in the Amazon rainforest, I met a woman whose husband
had died, and all but one of her children had become severely ill.
This was likely related to the contaminants in her water supply from
a gold mine that was operating upstream. The only doctor available
worked for the mining company, and he neglected to tell her why her
husband
she_..told
me_....
her
children
----------- were
_... - sick
........ -...... and
.. ·- ....her
._.....
..... was
.. _..... dead.
----· When
....._...........
....,.._ ........
_..
story, she started crying; she believed her misfortune was because
,
God hated her.
Mining companies are often required to secure consent from
local towns in order to mine. In some cases, Amazonian villages
may then engage in a very egalitarian, democratic process before
deciding to allow the mining companies to operate in exchange for
some chickens and bags of rice. Ten years later, food is scarce, and
pollution-related illnesses are rampant. Without access to the right
information from the beginning, indigenous peoples are easily manipulated by community relations experts.
Information is a critical and often elusive piece of the democratic puzzle. This chapter has touched on multiple examples where
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information and misinformation have been used to subvert democracy: a doctor working for a mining company convincing indigenous peoples that there is no pollution; a public relations firm in
Los Angeles mobilizing residents to request a landfill that will poison their water; Edward Bernays convincing feminists that smoking
"freedom torches" is the route to liberation.
Networking with organizations (such as doctors concerned with
smoking or environmental organizations concerned with toxics
from landfills) is critical to ensure that democratic decision- making
is informed. Building bridges with communities that have faced similar situations is essential. In the case of the indigenous peoples in the '
Ecuadorian Amazon, the environmental nonprofit Acci6n Ecologica
works with indigenous groups that are contacted by mining companies. Not only do they connect them to doctors and lawyers, but they
bring them to see other indigenous communities where mining has
happened, enabling villagers to see firsthand the impacts of miningan opportunity for indigenous communities to not only learn from
each other's experiences, but to also become bonded in solidarity and
political will.

Conclusion
Whether democracy comes in the form of America's founding Con- ·
stitution, an Amazonian Shuar tribe joining the indigenous movement, or anarchist squatters forming a TAZ, making democracy is
about inventing new traditions that build upon the past to address
the present.
The democratic processes described in this chapter are all imperfect, because democracy is always a work in progress. Democracy
isn't synonymous with elections, public office, or any static political
structures. Democracy isn't something that's handed to us from the
government at all; we make democracy when we take popular, deliberative, democratic control over the decisions that affect our lives.
Even exemplary movements like the OWS didn't fully deal with our
social inequalities. The democratic improvements they introduced
did not eliminate all of democracy's vulnerabilities, but they are great
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steps in the right direction and great opportunities to improve democratic practice.
Democracy is a struggle that is never finished. In fact, everything
that you learn in this book, from interpersonal skills to communication strategies to conference planning to social media, can bring us
closer to democratic practice. Now that you know the nature of democracy and some ofits potential pitfalls, you are in a better position
to create a more democratic world. In the process, you can address
the issues that are most important to you and your commu nities.

